
Mystery Boneless Bones Machine
It’s time to get cocky about science!

BMBM

�e MBBM project is about genetically engineering safer, more delicious, and more convenient food products, 
speci�cally poultry-based. Our goal is to revolutionize the human & canine food industries by creating viable 
lab-grown boneless chickens for human consumption as well as tasty dog treats from the removed by-products. 
We already have the capability to grow the products in the lab in small quantities. However, in order to be 
�nancially competitive with existing poultry products (and to counter some lingering in-lab shrinkage issues), 
we seek to use time travel to collect prehistoric giant cock specimens (Phorusrhacos) from the Miocene era.

Current problems we are trying to address:
1. Conventional methods of boning chickens are expensive, time-consuming, and surprisingly dangerous.
2. Dogs crave chicken bones, but they are unsafe to eat due to their hollow structure and potential splintering.
3. Meat and bones from female fowl produce less delicious, less stable results; however, males can’t reproduce.

Brent “Main Vane” Holman
Head Scientist
Brent’s hunger for science began to throb while he was attending the University of 
South Carolina. It was there that he assembled the talented Gamecock ring that 
became today’s innovative MBBM. He’s always �rm with his sta�, riding them hard.

David “DIC Head” Andre
Dogfood Ingestion Committee Chariman
David runs the canine taste test program. He has vast experience in many animal 
taste test projects, most notably Scooby Snacks. Amazingly, David has (FUCK!) 
mostly beaten Tourette's Syndrome to become an outstanding scientist in his �eld.

Linda “Flu�er” Holman
Pre-procedure Technician
Linda perfected the feather-�u�ng technique that is essential to preparing cocks of 
all sizes for the boning process. Without her strong hand in this project (as well as 
her tireless oral support), our prospects for success would be quite limp indeed.

Rich “Boner” Bragg
Bone-ologist
Rich invented the process for removing the bones from the cocks, which he dubbed 
“boning.” He’s completely anal about procuring the bone cultures that become our 
“Doggy Style” canine treats (a key insight was removing Blood from the equation).

Todd “Cockeye” Etter
Giant Cock Wrangler
Todd runs the lab where the actual cock-boning process takes place. He is an expert 
in herding fowl, with an impressive history of woking with especially large cocks. It 
was he who discovered the Phorusrhacos and its potential application to our project.
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mbbm@shinteki.com

Available date:
the cock knows all!


